Purpose: An interplay between detector motion and MLC motion is a source of measurement error, when dose for dynamic arc is measured using a dosimetry system moving relative to the beam central axis during its rotation with a gantry. The purpose of this study is to develop and to evaluate a method of quantitative testing of a sag/flex of such dosimetry systems. Methods: The method is based on evaluation of relative differences between signals measured for two single arc beams, where a narrow slit field is sliding during gantry movement in opposite directions. The component of a measurement error related to the interplay effect was first assessed based on theoretical computer simulations and then on measurements for four dosimetry systems. The sag pattern of EPID and 2D array was extracted from the measurement results. Results: The simulations showed a 4 mm difference in field width and 3.3% difference in relative signals at beam axis between test beams where the slit field swept over 19 cm in opposite directions ( sinusoidal sag pattern with amplitude of 1 mm was assumed). The signal differences exceeding 4% and 5% were measured for EPID and 2D array, respectively. Conclusions: Even relatively small detector sag (less than 1 mm) can produce significant measurement error; therefore, the detector sag test should be an obligatory component of a validation of rotating dosimetry systems used for QA of dynamic arcs.
Introduction
Volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) has become a standard modality for delivering highly conformal dose distributions. With the introduction of VMAT, a comprehensive set of relevant (dynamic) performance tests [1] [2] [3] has become a part of commissioning and periodic QA tests of accelerators. Due to the high complexity of the VMAT plans, patient specific pre-treatment dosimetry is considered a prerequisite for patient treatment. It has been shown that errors in dose calculations or delivery can be efficiently detected providing that sensitive methods and metrics, as well as robust QA equipment are used [4] .
2D dosimetry systems (e.g. EPID or linac head-mounted array detector) have been successfully used for VMAT plan verification [5] [6] [7] and for testing the accelerator dynamic performance relevant for VMAT [1, 2] . However, like a linac gantry and MLCs [8] , these types of dosimetry systems can be affected by the gravity force resulting in a sag. Consequently, the drift of the detector relative to the central beam axis can dynamically change with rotation. As a result of the interplay effect between detector motion and MLC motion, dosimetric errors appear. The importance of the EPID flex in the context of pre-treatment or in-vivo dosimetry of dynamic plans has already been recognised. Some authors [5, 6, 9, 10] have corrected EPID flex while others [11] mechanically stabilised the EPID panel.
In this study, we discuss the dosimetric impact of the interplay effect between detector motion and MLC motion for sliding slit arcs based on the results for two 2D detectors: EPID and head-mounted 2D array detector, and present a novel QA test designed to quantify this effect.
Methods and Materials
The dosimetric impact of the interplay effect between the detector and the sliding slit field was tested using two methodologies: theoretical computer simulations and experimental measurements. In both cases, a narrow sliding slit field (1 cm x 20 cm) was moving with constant speed either from the left (LR) or right (RL) side forming a 20 cm x 20 cm effective field size. During movement of the sliding slit field, the gantry of the linear accelerator was rotating either clockwise (CW) from -90 to 90 degrees or counter clockwise (CCW) from 90 to -90 degrees. The movement of the sliding slit field was aligned with the plane (transverse) and durations of the gantry rotations. The collimator angle was fixed at 0°. The combinations of the sliding slit field movement and gantry rotations created four scenarios abbreviated as: LR-CW, LR-CCW, RL-CW and RL-CCW. The necessary treatment fields were created by the iComCAT TM software (Elekta), a tool designed to create control points for QA beams as required by the linear accelerator. The simulations and measurements were performed for 6 MV photon beams from two Synergy TM linear accelerators (Elekta), both equipped with 80-leaf MLCi2 collimators and controlled by Integrity v.4. control system. Each test was designed to deliver 200 MUs per scenario. In this study, we defined the detector sag as detector mitigation relative to the central beam axis during gantry rotation. The methodology for the simulations assumed that the signal of the detector exposed to the rectangular sliding slit photon field is proportional to the time of its exposure to radiation. Therefore, if due to gravitational sag during the gantry rotation, the detector moves relative to the central beam axis with the speed v d , its signal may be different for each scenario of the test. Let us assume that the rectangular sliding slit field width is L and the speed of the slit movement across the field is ν s . The speed of the detector movement, v d , will either add to or subtract from the sliding slit field speed, depending on the scenario. For the fixed (still) detector, the time T of being exposed to the photon beam is equal to:
For scenarios LR-CW and RL-CCW, the exposure time T1 can be described by the following equation:
However, for the scenarios RL-CW and LR-CCW, the exposure time T2 is equal to:
The relative difference of detector signals between the first group and the second group scenarios ∆M/M is described by:
Equation 4
can be expressed using sliding slit field and detector speeds, v s and v d as:
When the speed of the detector, v d , is much smaller than the speed of the sliding slit field, v s , Equation 5 can be simplified as:
Note that Equation 6 describes the exact solution when the signal for the "still" detector is defined as an average signal measured/simulated for both directions of gantry rotation. For variable speed of the detector movement, v d can be approximated by the average speed of the detector over the time of its effective exposure to the photon beam. When the slit field is sliding over an array of detectors, relative signal difference between two scenarios for each single detector is proportional to the average speed of the array at the time of its exposure. Therefore, relative signal profile differences correlate with a variable speed of the array. Our method of detector sag testing is based on this relation. Relative difference between signal profile measurements for two sliding slit arc fields with opposed field motion directions provides direct information on possible dosimetric error and can be used to estimate the detector sag. The analysis of the detector sag effect is hampered by potential accelerator-related effects like gantry and MLC gravitational sag. Therefore, relative differences between signal profiles will reflect both interplaying effects: detector sag and MLC sag relative to the beam central axis. To address this issue, a securely head-mounted detector was used to measure the relative signal difference for all previously described test scenarios. However, this time the measured detector signal difference describes only the accelerator-related effects, as the secure attachment prevents any detector movement during gantry rotation, ergo detector speed v d is 0.
Simulation
The integrated response of a 1D array to the test beams was calculated using a computer software written in Delphi v.5. for 251 detectors distributed evenly in the crossplane over 250 mm. The test beams were represented by a slit field moving continuously over 19 cm. The slit field intensity was described either by rectangular or Gaussian distribution of 1 cm width at the 50% intensity level. The gantry movement was taken into account, by synchronising the slit field movement with the 1D array sag. The sinusoidal sag pattern of the array in the transverse plane with an amplitude of 1 mm was assumed. For example, the array sag corresponding to LR-CW scenario equalled to -1, 0 and 1 at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the narrow beam movement, respectively. The total time of a slit field movement over the array was divided into 10 000 equal time intervals. At each time interval, the following parameters were determined: the position of the slit field centre, the sag-corrected position of each detector and the signal measured by each detector. Simulations were performed for two different responses of detectors: for point detectors and for Gaussian response with a half value width of 5 mm (close to the response of MatriXX detectors). For a point detector, the calculated signal was equal to a value from the Gaussian slit beam intensity distribution for appropriate coordinate. For Gaussian response, the detector signal was calculated as a convolution of the detector response function and the slit field intensity function. The response of the detectors integrated over time was then normalised to the average response of the central detector calculated for two opposite directions of slit field movement.
Measurements
Measurements of the planar signal distributions for the four test scenarios for two accelerators were performed using the MatriXX ionization chamber array (IBA Dosimetry GmbH) attached to the gantry with a dedicated long holder from the same manufacturer and with amorphous silicon electronic portal (EPID) (Elekta Oncology Systems). The measurements were performed at SSDs of 100 cm and 165 cm, with resolution projected at isocentre of 7.62 mm and 0.252 mm for the MatriXX and EPID, respectively. The obtained data was analysed using OmniPro IMRT v1.7 software (IBA Dosimetry GmbH). EPID images were transferred from iViewGT software to OmniPro IMRT in a TIFF file format and rescaled using the "Pixel Factor" (coefficient from iViewGT software) in order to obtain dose-proportional data. The maximum sags of the EPID and MatriXX arrays relative to the beam central axis in horizontal gantry position measured with the ruler were both about 1 mm. Additionally, the sag of the EPID was determined by analysing images acquired in cine mode during gantry rotation of a 10 cm x 10 cm field with the Elekta Open Air Graticule (Aktina Medical) inserted into the accelerator head. Gantry rotation speed was the same as for the four test scenarios. For successive images, EPID coordinates of the central marker were determined in pixels using iViewGT software, where one pixel corresponded to 0.25 mm. The EPID sag as a function of the gantry angle was calculated as a difference of the marker coordinates between the actual and zero gantry positions.
Measurements of dose distributions for the test scenarios were also performed using Gafchromic EBT3 films. The 5 cm x 20 cm pieces of films were attached to the accessory tray at 65 cm distance from the beam source and covered with 1.2 cm thick Perspex build-up plate. To reduce the measurement uncertainty, each film was exposed four times which increased the dose delivered to the film to about 1.6 Gy. All films including two calibration pieces were scanned with Epson Perfection V750 PRO scanner using resolution of 0.353 mm. Conversion to dose was performed using an in-house developed program based on three colour channels reading, a noise reduction procedure and corrections of readings in the direction perpendicular to the scanning [12, 13] . Finally, the planar doses were imported to the OmniProIMRT software, where a median 5x5 filter was applied to smooth the data and the coordinates were rescaled from the measured distance of 65 cm to the isocentre.
Additionally, point dose measurements at the beam central axis were performed for the four scenarios using Farmer (NE2571) ionisation chamber. The chamber was placed in a custom made output calibration phantom mounted at the accessory tray. This phantom is routinely used in our facility for QA measurements of accelerator output at different gantry angles. Results of the measurements with the Farmer chamber and Gafchromic film were considered as reference. They were free of the detector sag effect, as our accessory tray is a very robust mounting platform that did not move relative to the accelerator head during the gantry rotation.
Each set of measurements was performed at least three times and the average results were used for evaluation. For each detector, relative signal profile measurements for two sliding slit arc fields with opposed field motion directions were compared and differences between those signals were calculated. For planar detectors, average relative signals from the region of interest 1.6 cm x 3 cm around the beam central axis were additionally calculated and compared to the results for point detector.
Detector sag Equation 6 describing the relative signal difference of the detector exposed to the sliding slit field moving from left to right and from right to left allows reconstruction of the actual sag pattern of the detector (defined by the transverse shift of the detector relative to beam central axis as a function of the gantry angle). During gantry rotation in CW direction, the transverse coordinate of the centre of the sliding slit field LR-CW projected at isocentre, x i , as a function of gantry angle can be described by the following equation:
Eq. 7
For RL-CW scenario, there is a similar equation:
Eq. 8
where SDD is the distance between the photon source and the detector (in mm), g i is the gantry angle between -90 and +90 degrees.
Assuming that the measured profiles are symmetrical, the following equation can be derived:
where M1(x i ) and M2(x i ) are the signals measured by the detector for the sliding field position x i , for LR-CW (or RL-CCW) and RL-CW (or LR-CCW) scenarios respectively. ∆s(g i ) is the transverse shift of the detector at gantry angle g i , when sliding slit field travelled a distance of ∆x during time increment of ∆T (∆s(g i )= v d ·∆T). The total shift of the detector due to sag for an arbitrary gantry angle g N relative to the zero gantry angle can be determined using the following equation:
Eq. 10
Equation 10
describes not only the detector sag but it also includes effects of the sag of linear accelerator components (MLC gravitational sag), flex of linac frame, beam profile asymmetry and dose rate variation during gantry rotation. In order to exclude the above effects, the results of the reference system the rigid detector can be utilized (e.g. Gafchromic film). Since the results of the reference systems (  M2 ref (x i ) ) are only affected by the effects related to the linear accelerator, they can be subtracted from the results measured by the non-reference systems like MatriXX array and EPID and the final equation for the tested detector sag is as follows:
Equation 11
was used to calculate the sag for the MatriXX array and EPID detectors. The "reference" sag of the accelerator components measured by the reference system (Gafchromic film) was also calculated using Equation
Results
Simulation Figure 1 presents the results of the calculated relative signal profiles affected by the simulated sinusoidal detector sag pattern. The two curves in Figure 1 represent the calculated relative signal distribution in the transverse plane for LR (RL-CCW) and RL-CW (LR-CCW) scenarios. The presented curves were calculated assuming point response of detectors and Gaussian intensity distribution of a slit field. For rectangular slit field intensity distribution or for detectors with Gaussian response, the simulation results are the same except for differences in a penumbra region. It can be noted that the detector moves at the greatest speed for gantry angle of 0 degree (v d /v s = 0.0165), as can be deducted from the slope of the sag pattern. At that point, the relative dose calculated for the scenario LR-CW is 3.35% higher than the one for the RL CW scenario. The results of simulations are consistent with the results obtainable with Equation 6 (3.31%). Almost the entire calculated profile with the exception of penumbra higher for the scenarios where the sliding slit field moved in the direction of the gantry movement (LR-CW, RL compared to those moving in the opposite directions (RL LR-CCW). The signal differences in penumbra region represent dose blurring effect. The difference between the calculated profile widths at 50% of the maximum dose was equal to 4 mm, with width smaller for LRprofile. The profile width difference was 4 times greater than
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The described dosimetric effect of an interplay between detector motion and MLC motion is proportional to the ratio of the sag-induced detector speed to the sliding slit field speed, hence the sensitivity of the method can be controlled by the latter i.e. a two-fold decrease in the sliding slit field speed would double the relative difference between doses registered for the two scenarios. Table 1 presents numerical results of the meas performed with MatriXX array, EPID, Gafchromic film and Farmer chamber around the beam central axis for all four scenarios. The results for all detectors except of Farmer chamber were averaged over the 1.6 interest around the beam central axis. The largest differences between the relative signals registered for the four scenarios measured with the MatriXX array and EPID for E1 linear accelerator, were 5.4% and 4.3% respectively. The relative signal differences resulting from the linear accelerator components are represented by the Gafchromic film and Farmer chamber results. The results indicate that the linear accelerator E2 is more sensitive to those effects than the accelerator E1. The direction of the E2 accelerator-related "reference" sag partly counterbalanced the dose differences caused by the detector sag, whereas the "reference" sag of the E1 accelerator resulted in marginal increases of signal difference. 
Measurements
The described dosimetric effect of an interplay between detector motion and MLC motion is proportional to the ratio of induced detector speed to the sliding slit field speed, itivity of the method can be controlled by the fold decrease in the sliding slit field speed would double the relative difference between doses registered presents numerical results of the measurements performed with MatriXX array, EPID, Gafchromic film and Farmer chamber around the beam central axis for all four scenarios. The results for all detectors except of Farmer chamber were averaged over the 1.6 cm x 3 cm region of eam central axis. The largest differences between the relative signals registered for the four scenarios measured with the MatriXX array and EPID for E1 linear accelerator, were 5.4% and 4.3% respectively. The relative signal differences resulting from the "reference" sag of the linear accelerator components are represented by the Gafchromic film and Farmer chamber results. The results indicate that the linear accelerator E2 is more sensitive to those effects than the accelerator E1. The direction of the E2 related "reference" sag partly counterbalanced the dose differences caused by the detector sag, whereas the "reference" sag of the E1 accelerator resulted in marginal increases of signal difference.
Simulated response of 1D array of point detectors for
CW beams for sinusoidal sag pattern of the Figure 2 . Like in the case of the simulation results, the MatriXX array and EPID measurements for the E1 accelerator show the highest relative signal difference at the gantry angle close to 0 degrees. For the E2 accelerator, the MatriXX array measurements also show similar results, however the EPID results appear to be affected differently. The potential explanation is that EPID of the E2 accelerator moves relative to beam central axis against gravity and the measured relative signal difference at the gantry angle close to 0 degrees is counterbalanced by the effects of the "reference" sag. The width of the relative signal profile measured by the EPID on E2 accelerator appears to be marginally larger for LR-CW scenario than for RL-CW one, also suggesting that EPID's sag on this accelerator is negative.
Detector sag
Figures 3a and 3b show corrected sag patterns for the MatriXX array and EPID, calculated (Equation 11) based on the measurements performed on two linear accelerators, E1 and E2, for gantry rotating clockwise. Uncorrected sag patterns for the MatriXX array and EPID -including the effects of the "reference" sag (Equation 10, only the first part in the parenthesis) as well as the "reference" sag pattern determined from the Gafchromic film measurements -are also shown. Additionally, the EPID panel sag measured for a discrete set of gantry angles with the Open Air Graticule device is shown as the square markers. The "reference" sag was negligible for E1 accelerator but was quite substantial for E2 accelerator. Hence, for E2 accelerator, corrected sag pattern curves for the MatriXX and EPID differ significantly from the uncorrected curves. Although the uncorrected sag pattern curves for the MatriXX array on E1 and E2 accelerators differ significantly, their corrected sag pattern curves are expected to be similar, and they are in agreement within 0.2 mm. The reconstructed shape of the corrected sag pattern curve for the EPID on E2 accelerator confirms our earlier hypothesis that the panel movement relative to the beam central axis is performed against the gravitational force during gantry rotation. It is worth mentioning that the corrected sag patterns for the EPIDs determined using Equation 11 agree well with the sag results based on the measurements performed with the Open Air Graticule validating the methodology. We found that sag amplitude in transverse plane exceeded 1 mm for our MatriXX array. Sag greater than 1.5 mm was reported [14] for MapCHECK 2 device also attached to a gantry together with a build-up plate with isocentric mounting fixture. This shows that such heavy dosimetry systems placed in isocentric plane are sensitive to sagging.
Discussion
Measurements performed with rotating dosimetry systems for an arc beam formed by the rectangular sliding slit field are sensitive to the delivery errors and to the detector variable sagging. Using results of the measurements performed with 2D detectors prone to sagging and with the rigid motionless detectors, we were able to extract the dosimetric distortions caused by the variable sag of 2D detector. The expected measurement error is proportional to the ratio of the detector speed and MLC speed. For 1 mm sag the error can exceed 3%, especially for a low speed of sliding slit field. Our study shows that non-rigid (prone to sagging) rotating dosimetry systems can register erroneous measurement results for the rotating dynamic beams, which may potentially result in misinterpretation of the QA results.
In the pre-treatment QA of VMAT plans, the dosimetric effects of detector sag are less problematic as far as an integrated dose is considered. During delivery of VMAT plans, the irregularly shaped segments formed by MLC leaves usually sweep over the target area in various directions multiple times. For most VMAT plans with such a complex MLC movement, the detector sag-related error would be significantly moderated.
Nevertheless, this moderation may not occur for VMAT beams with low odd number of sweeps where MLC leaves travel slowly. The detector sag becomes apparently a problem for QA of VMAT plans, when time-resolved multiple frames are analysed separately. In such cases, detector sag-related measurement errors for single frames can be comparable to those for sliding slit arcs. Then, the uncorrected sag of rotating dosimetry modalities can significantly deteriorate results and limit the ability to detect potential errors in calculations and delivery.
Detector sag-related errors can be of particular importance for the QA of accelerators, where detectors rotating with the gantry and sliding slit fields might be used to check the accelerator ability to control various beam parameters and their synchronisation in dynamic beams. In such cases, even a small detector sag with amplitude less than 0.5 mm could increase the occurrence of false negative or false positive types of errors.
Conclusions
The detector sag test should be an obligatory component of validation of rotating dosimetry systems used for QA of intensity-modulated arcs. The testing method proposed in this study is relatively simple and allows estimation of possible dosimetric error as well as determination of detector sag amplitude and pattern. The proposed method for testing rigidity of rotating dosimetry systems is very sensitive one and can be easily implemented even in small hospitals.
